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INTRODUCTION

School Purpose
Our purpose is for each student to achieve their potential through a supportive school environment
and a diverse learning program to cater for student needs.
Flinders Student
The school has high expectations on student behaviour and developing harmonious relationships
and so students are expected to demonstrate the values implicit in the “Flinders Student”. These
include:
As a person: Is healthy, self-accepting, determined, creative, responsible and appreciative.
As a learner: Strives for excellence, reaches potential, displays a positive work ethic, is critical and
understanding of self.
As a Community member: Is respectful, tolerant, responsible, safe, environmentally responsible, law
abiding and provides service.
School Profile
Flinders Park Primary School is located in the City of Albany, 415 kilometres south of Perth. The school
opened in 1978 and caters for kindergarten to year 6. Currently there are 466 students enrolled; with 6.4% of
the population Aboriginal. The Index of Community Socio-Educational Advantage (ICSEA) is 978. The
school’s local intake area is extensive; covering approximately 150km². The nearby Lower King Community
Kindergarten falls under the school's umbrella and caters for up to 20 kindergarten students.
The school's identity is shaped by strong specialist programs consisting of visual arts, music, physical
education and science. The school has high expectations for student behaviour and developing harmonious
relationships and values implicit in the 'Flinders Student' ethos.
Principal’s Introduction
It is with great pleasure that I present the Annual Report for Flinders Park Primary School for 2018. The
Annual Report is a summary of our school’s achievements and activity over the past year, and describes the
progress we have made in terms of implementing key strategies as outlined in our 2015-2018 Business Plan.
Importantly, it also describes the extent to which we have achieved the performance targets as indicated in
our Business Plan. Also detailed in this report are the major achievements and highlights of the year in
various areas of the school, including student performance, financial, human and resource management.
Proudly, an Independent Public School, Flinders Park Primary School is committed to implementing and
achieving all the requirements of our 2015-2018 Delivery and Performance Agreement. This document is a
signed agreement between the School Board, the School and the Department of Education. The Annual
Report presents a summary of the extent to which we have achieved this.
Our school is scheduled to be reviewed early in Term 2 2019 and will be our first review since becoming an
Independent Public School in 2015. A public report will be available on the school’s website following the
school review.
I hope you enjoy reading the Annual Report 2018. It will provide you with an understanding and appreciation
of the hard work and deep commitment of the staff, students and families of our school who work together to
ensure that Flinders Park Primary School is regarded as a quality education facility, providing high quality
care and high quality teaching and learning. The photos that are included in this report clearly indicate the
‘joy’ that our children feel by being at school and engaged in the deep learning on offer. Our aim is for
excellence in education and we strive to achieve this in partnership with our school community. With
continued strong distributed leadership across the school, quality teaching and learning, data based decision
making and the continuing partnerships between parents, P&C, School Board and the community, we will
remain focussed on ensuring ‘Every student is a successful student’.
Richard Bushell
Principal

School Board Report
School Board met 5 times in 2018. Mr Tim Turnbull was elected School Board Chair.
School Board members for 2018 were Mr Tim Turnbull (Board Chair), parent
representatives - Mrs Kylie Freer, Mrs Kirsty Benson, Mrs Judy Caldwell (elected P&C
representative) and staff representatives - Mrs Jodi Senn, Mrs Danah Parkey and Mr
Richard Bushell (Principal)
The Annual School Report 2017 was ratified and subsequently uploaded onto Schools
Online in Term 1. 2018 School Budget and 2018 Action Plans were ratified by School
Board in Term 1. The Delivery and Performance Agreement was signed by Tanya Staude,
Richard Bushell and A/DG Jen McGrath.

Flinders Regatta

The Operational One Line Budget Statement, Cash Report, Business Plan 2015-2018 and
Operation Plans were reviewed by School Board at each meeting.
NAPLAN, On-entry, attendance data, school surveys and target achievement were
presented and discussed over two meetings. This data assisted School Board in reviewing
the Action Plans, setting direction for 2019.

Sports Carnival

Contributions and Charges Schedule for 2019 and Students Stationery Lists were
presented and accepted by School Board in Term 4. Voluntary Contributions were held at
their maximum of $60 per student.
Other business considered by the School Board included: online School Board training; the
Delivery and Performance Agreement; Code of Conduct; School Board membership;
reviewed and updated the School Dress Code policy; worked on reviewing the school
vision statement; discussed the new School Review process and the 2019/2020preprimary building program.

Student Councillors

Tim Turnbull
School Board Chair

P&C Report
Firstly, I would like to acknowledge and thank our P&C committee members for their
fabulous, tireless work over the past 12 months. Despite the fact that our lives are hectic
between family, school, work, sport and other activities you all still managed to donate your
time to help throughout the year. This is certainly appreciated by all in the school
community. The funds raised by the P&C have allowed us to purchase resources to help
further our children’s learning at Flinders Park Primary School (FPPS).

IMSS Music

Over the past 12 months we raised a total of $25, 590.75 (gross). Some of the events that
contributed to this amazing total included a school disco, obstacle-a-thon, Easter and open
night raffles, a wood raffle, Mother’s and Father’s Day stalls, mad science night, sports
carnival cake stall, and more. A huge thank you to Gillian Sevier and her fundraising team
and Amanda Hickman and her Early Childhood Committee and all the parents, carers,
students and staff for assisting and supporting our fundraising endeavours.
Since our last AGM money was spent on various items including; toys and equipment for
the early childhood centre and primary classrooms, donations towards the end of year
book awards, the year 6 graduation excursion to Albany Leisure and Aquatic Centre, Kindy
end-of-year book presentations, and brand-new football goal posts for the oval.
The Hunger Busters canteen run by Canteen Supervisor Sharon Percy has again provided
a great service to our school. Thank you also to canteen assistant Sue Marshall, regular
volunteers Emma McKinley, Kirrilly Lindberg, Jo Percy, and Jo Hyland who have given
their time to help in the canteen. We wish Sharon all the best for her new arrival in April.
Thank you to our amazing P&C sub-committees – fundraising, early childhood, uniform,
and grounds. I would like to extend special thanks to two outgoing P&C members who,
after years of dedicated service left us at the end of 2018, along with their final primary
school child. Julie Radford ran the P&C Uniform Shop for many years and was responsible
for getting our very successful school banking program up and running. Natalie Hudson
has been supporting the P&C for many years as canteen treasurer and also as our
representative on the school finance committee. We cannot thank Julie and Natalie
enough for their time, service and wisdom and we will miss you.

NationalTree Day

Armistice Service

Open Night

To the Executive Committee including our secretaries Trish Khoo and Tayah Jindrich, uniform shop supervisor Kirrilly
Lindberg, and Treasurer Kristy Benson, and all our regular Tuesday night meeting attendees. I thank you for taking time
out of your busy lives and for all your hard work and support throughout the past year. We look forward to more fresh
faces joining us this year.
I would also like to acknowledge the generous support the P&C has received from local people and businesses
including; Coles, Peter Watson MLA, Dominos Albany, Woolworths, Boost Juice, and ChemDry. I would like to offer
special thanks to one business in particular and one individual, both tireless in their support of the P&C. Firstly, Albany
Office Products Depot support our P&C at every opportunity. They contribute a sizeable portion of money from the sale
of booklists items to the P&C, provide prizes for various raffles and don’t hesitate to help out in any other way they can.
Secondly, Mrs Gaye Morgan is invaluable in her assistance to the P&C with various administration tasks along with
phone and email support whenever requested throughout the year. Our sincere thanks to everyone.
Finally, thank you to the staff and administration team at Flinders who always support our endeavours to make our
school an even more amazing place. 2018 was a wonderfully successful year and we look forward to more success in
2019.

Tiffany West
President

P&C Lapathon Draw

Science Night

Lap a thon

Assembly

Index of Community Socio Economic Advantage (ICSEA)
Key factors in students’ family backgrounds (parents’ occupations, school education and non-school
education) have an influence on students’ educational outcomes at school. Flinders Park Primary School
has an ICSEA of 978 (State decile rank of 6). ICSEA is a measure that enables fair and reasonable
comparisons to be made across schools. It has been developed specifically for the My School website and
measures key factors (parent occupations, levels of education, non-school education, the school’s
geographical location and proportion of Indigenous students a school caters for) that correlate with
educational outcomes. When “like school” comparisons are referred to in this report, they are made with
other Western Australian schools with a similar ICSEA. The average ICSEA across Australia is 1000.
Evidence shows that highly effective classroom teaching and learning can make a significant difference to
the outcomes of students.
School ICSEA value:
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018

997
989
983
988
978
LITERACY AND NUMERACY PERFORMANCE

Numeracy
TARGETS
Year 3
The 2018 Year 3 student NAPLAN results will reflect the
following distribution of scores against All Australian Schools.
AAS
20
60
20

2016
10%
60%
30%

2017
12%
60%
28%

2018
15%
60%
25%

Year 5
The 2018 Year 5 student NAPLAN results will reflect the
following distribution of scores against All Australian Schools.
AAS
20
60
20

2016
12%
68%
20%

2017
12%
63%
25%

2018
15%
65%
20%

DATA
Numeracy
Top 20%
Middle 60%
Bottom 20%

Year 3 2017
4%
71%
25%

Year 3 2018
9%
75%
16%

Like Schools 2018
12%
63%
24%

Year 5 2017
5%
63%
32%

Year 5 2018
11%
67%
23%

Like Schools 2018
14%
66%
20%

Analysis
The year 3 numeracy results have shown a marked upward trend when compared to what the school was
expected to achieve. The school results have improved by 1 standard deviation to attain expected
performance. Compared to ‘like’ schools our year 3 results have just risen above ‘like’ schools. The targets
set for 2018 across the three distribution areas have been achieved for the bottom areas and a significant
group in the middle group. More year 3 students are achieving in the higher bands. As a school we need to
boost the top distribution level as the middle group is over represented at 75%.
The year 5 numeracy results have shown a marked upward trend when compared to what the school was
expected to achieve. The growth has been 1.5 standard deviations. Like the year 3 results this has been
attributed to the emphasis on numeracy and introduction of YuMi mathematical pedagogy. When examining
our year 5 results against ‘like’ schools there has been an improvement made and they are aligned to like
schools. In examining the three distribution areas, the year 5 students improved with considerably less
students in the bottom distribution area. Like year 3, the challenge is to move more students from the middle
band into the top band.
Recommendations
 Continue unpacking YuMi Deadly Mathematics with all teaching staff.
 Teachers need further professional learning in mathematics to develop a stronger knowledge of teaching
mathematics.
 The whole school numeracy plan needs to incorporate YuMi Deadly Mathematics.
 A common teaching/lesson structure needs to be implemented by all teachers – Reality/Abstract/
Mathematics/Reflection or RAMR.
 A scope and sequence for each year level, broken into terms and weeks, to be used.
 Students to be supported to improve their automatic recall of basic number facts.
 Use weekly collaborative teaching and learning sessions to plan mathematics in year groups.
 Review the use of screening tools to assist teachers to differentiate and develop intervention for tier 2 and
3 students.
 Student distribution targets need resetting.
Literacy

Reading
DATA
Reading

Year 3 2017

Year 3 2018

Like Schools 2018

Year 5 2017

Year 5 2018

Like Schools 2018

Top 20%
Middle 60%
Bottom 20%

16%
59%
25%

13%
70%
18%

14%
64%
22%

18%
69%
13%

15%
55%
30%

16%
63%
22%

Analysis
Year 3 reading achievement has been steady for the past 5 years and attained expected performance in
2017. The 2018 results, however, show a dip in the performance by 0.3 standard deviation. In examining
‘like’ schools the 2018 year 3 results are just below the ‘like’ school results consistent with this performance
dip. The positive from the results were there were less students in the bottom student distribution. The
middle student distribution was greater than 60% and the top level was close to ‘like schools’. Teacher
analysis suggested teacher emphasis has been on other learning priorities in 2018.
Year 5 results show a significant decline in achievement comparable to the progress made in 2017, over 1
standard deviation. Looking at ‘like’ school comparison there is a similar pattern with the 2018 year 5 results
below ‘like’ schools. The target for top student distribution was achieved and close to ‘like’ schools. A
significant percentage of students in the bottom distribution brought the overall performance down and
impacted on the middle group too being less than 60%. Reading is to be a priority for 2019.
Recommendations
 Reading needs more promotion across the school with parents and students.
 Home reading needs to be promoted to attain improved consistency of practice.
 Guided reading practices in years 3-6 needs explicit teaching to reduce behaviour issues that can affect
the implementation of the strategy.
 Provide education assistant time wherever possible to support guided reading.
 Explicitly teach reading using the ‘Big 6’ of reading.
 Continue to support tier 3 students by working with identified students, one-on-one using recovery
programs. Extend to use MacqLit with year 3-6 students and MinLit with year 1 and 2 students.
 Teachers to implement strategies to improve reading fluency and understanding of text.
 Use collaborative teaching group time effectively to reduce preparation time for guided reading.
Writing
Writing

Year 3 2017

Year 3 2018

Like Schools 2018

Year 5 2017

Year 5 2018

Like Schools 2018

Top 20%
Middle 60%
Bottom 20%

12%
65%
24%

4%
89%
7%

12%
69%
19%

4%
63%
33%

8%
55%
39%

12%
65%
23%

DATA

Analysis
Year 3 comparative results show an upward trend with significant improvement being made by the 2018 year
3 cohort. The 2018 year 3 results are 1 standard deviation above expectation. In examining the year 3 2018
results against ‘like’ schools the 2018 results are well above ‘like’ schools. The top, middle and bottom
student distribution targets were all met with no year 3 students below the ’minimum standard.
2018 year 5 comparative results show our students achieving better than 2017 results though still well below
expectations and compared to 2015 and 2016 results. In examining our results against ‘like’ schools the year
5 2018 results are well below. The middle student distribution target was met. Both the top and bottom
distribution groups were well below the targets set. Writing needs to continue as a priority and closer
evaluation needs to be made why the year 3 cohort has done so well and the year 5 cohort needs much
improvement.
Recommendations
 Implement an effective oral language program in early years.
 Provide collaboration opportunities for teachers to plan, teach and assess in year groups.
 Extend the use of Brightpath to moderate writing samples.
 Vary teaching strategies to cater for student differences.
 Develop individualised programs for tier 2 students.
 More explicit teaching of quality writing skills, not only different genre styles.
 Develop quality literature programs in collaborative groups to support the teaching of writing.
 Use case management to target students capable of improvement.
 Use NAPLAN marking key and On-Entry Writing Marking Guide to help identify areas of greatest gain.
 Review the teaching of writing across the year levels.
 Principal and Deputy Principal to continue implementing ‘Leading Improved Writing’ with staff.
Spelling
Spelling
Top 20%

Year 3 2017
8%

Year 3 2018
5%

Like Schools 2018
15%

Year 5 2017
9%

Year 5 2018
14%

Like Schools 2018
17%

Middle 60%

73%

73%

61%

71%

48%

64%

Bottom 20%

20%

21%

24%

19%

38%

19%

DATA

Spelling Analysis
2018 Year 3 spelling cohort shows a slight improvement in their overall comparative results compared to
2015, 2016 and 2017 cohorts. There is a slight upward trend in the year 3 comparative results. In examining
‘like’ school results the 2018 year cohort has made a slight improvement on 2017 results though the gap to
has negatively widened between ‘like’ schools. Targets set for 2018 year 3 results in the bottom and middle
distribution areas have been achieved. There continues to be too many students performing in the middle
distribution area and insufficient students in the top level.
Year 5 comparative spelling results for 2018 have regressed from 2017 by 1 standard deviation. They are
well below expected performance. In comparing Year 5 achievement to ‘like’ schools they have fallen away
from being at ‘like’ schools in 2017. Achievement targets were not met in the top distribution area. The low
distribution area is better than the targets and Australian schools performance. Like the year 3 results, there
is an over representation of students in the middle distribution area at 71%. Spelling is to be a focus for 2019.
Recommendations
 All teachers K-6 to implement an effective oral language program.
 Continue to implement Letters and Sounds in K-2 and use with tier 2 and 3 students in year 3-6.
 Continue to implement Words Their Way across year 3-6.
 Have a strong focus in classrooms on spelling and transferring words from spelling lists to writing
accurately.

 Continue to use Reading Eggs to support spelling.
 Explicit teaching of spelling rules.
 Aim for increased fidelity of the two spelling programs through increased accountability of teachers.

Grammar and Punctuation
Grammar & Punctuation

Year 3 2017

Year 3 2018

Like Schools 2018

Year 5 2017

Year 5 2018

Like Schools 2018

Top 20%
Middle 60%
Bottom 20%

8%
67%
25%

13%
66%
21%

15%
64%
21%

10%
68%
22%

14%
52%
35%

16%
64%
20%

DATA

Analysis
Year 3 2018 comparative results show an upward trend just below expectations. When examining year 3
results against ‘like’ schools they are close to ‘like’ schools. Targets for middle and bottom student
distributions were achieved. The top distribution shows a dip in performance in this area and fails to meet the
expected target.
Year 5 2018 comparative results show significant improvement compared to the 2017 cohort and are at
expected performance. In comparing the year 5 results to ‘like’ schools our 2018 results are below and have
closed the gap shown in the 2017 results. Student distribution targets for middle and bottom were met with
the top distribution failing to meet the target of 12%.
Recommendations
 Strong oral language program in early years to correct poor speaking skills.
 Maintain explicit teaching of grammar and punctuation.
 Implement a scope and sequence across the year levels for the teaching of grammar and punctuation.
 Develop parent knowledge of the need to model correct grammar and punctuation to children when
speaking.
 Emphasis on the value of using correct grammar and punctuation in writing.
 Use school writing key when marking student writing drafts to draw student attention to grammar and
punctuation.

2018 Shaun Tan Award

Athletics Carnival

Dockers Cup

Principal Awards

Highlights and Celebrations
Whole School Events
 Year 6 student Tilly, together with two former students, were a part of the Commonwealth Games
Queen’s Baton relay leg in Albany on 22 February.
 All classes hosted great assemblies over the year.
 The school participated in NAPLAN on-line for the first time.
 Easter Raffle, Mothers’ Day and Fathers’ Day Stalls hosted by the Early Childhood Education Committee
were well patronised by children.
 The school participated in ‘Count Us In’.

 We participated in the National Day Against Bullying and Violence on 16 March and students completed

bright handprint murals on the wall of Block 5 with help from the Bunnings team to acknowledge the
school as one.
 Stage Opening Mr Peter Watson MLA (Royalties for Regions $30 000 grant) together with past president
Jessica Sloan and current Vice President Amanda Hickman (P&C contribution $10 000) opened the
newly constructed stage on Friday 22 June. A number of IMSS students performed and the year 5/6 choir
sang the ’The Crawdad Song’. The stage is a great addition for performances.
 NAIDOC Week was launched by an opening assembly that AIEO Mr Preston Clifton led. Classes
participated in a range of class activities on the theme “Because of Her, We Can”. A whole school mural
project was commenced, in collaboration with local Aboriginal artist Ms Tanya Morgan.
 In-term Swimming and a well-supported Open Night rounded out Term 3.
 Early Childhood Obstacle-a-thon gave children a chance to raise funds for P&C whilst providing a physical
challenge for children.
 The converted science laboratory was officially opened by Mr Peter Watson, MLA, on 15 October 2018
and came with a $25 000 grant for resources.
Physical Education
 We achieved fifth place in the Outright Shield in the Interschool Swimming Carnival.
 The Eagles Cup Football team achieved runners-up in the afterschool competition after another highly
successful season.
 We gained third place in the Interschool Cross Country and 140 PBs were set at the earlier Faction
Carnival.
 In the Junior and Senior Interschool Athletics teams and finished third.
Music
 Many music students individually did well in the Music Eisteddfod. The Senior Girls’ Choir achieved first
place and the String Ensemble Outstanding in their section.
 We participated in the annual Albany District Primary School’s Music Festival at the AEC. The Year 5/6
Choirs’ performed ‘The Crawdad Song’ and ‘Can’t Stop the Feeling’. This enabled a broad range of
instrumental performance and singing to be showcased. The performances were well appreciated by an
enthusiastic audience.
Visual Arts
 Student visual art was regularly displayed around the school using a range of displays. Open night
provided parents and friends with a wonderful opportunity to view the art program around the theme of
‘Food’.
 A number of children entered art competitions and attained high levels of success: Mai Ly won the junior
primary division for the Get Creative about Safety, Gas Safety Colouring-in Competition. As well as a
personal prize Mai Ly also won a $250 Coles/Myer voucher for the class. Lily, Jake, Jack and Bella were
awarded Highly Commended Certificates for their quality entries.
 Shaun Tan Award: Mai Ly, Mitchell, Indie and Hayden were awarded Participation Certificates for their
entries into this prestige annual competition.
Science
 Science Week was promoted across the school in Term 3 and children participated in a range of exciting
science projects.
 P&C hosted a Mad Scientist/Science Fair on Thursday 16 August that was well supported and
appreciated by the children and families who attended. Many children entered their own science
experiments and backed them up with quality commentary about the science involved.
Competitions/Special Events
 Flinders Regatta saw a range of interesting boats race for the coveted cup.
 A group of 7 interested year 6 writers participated in four writers’ workshops with invited authors at
Vancouver Art Centre each term.
 A traditional ANZAC Ceremony was led by the Student Councillors in the final week of Term 1. A group of
14 students participated in the Town Parade on ANZAC Day.
 Flikes reformed in October and regularly met and rode at weekends. This year’s team raised an
impressive total of $10 851.

Art Program

Flikes

GRIP Leadership

Assembly Room 2.1

 Most year 5 and 6 students participated in a combined Albany schools student lead Armistice Ceremony

on 8 November. A number of students sang in the combined school’s choir, participated in the Bell
Ceremony and Coen presented Acknowledgement of Country in Menang.
End of Year
 In the last few weeks of Term 4 students participated in transition and orientation activities and we held a
number of parent information meetings for kindergarten, pre-primary and year 1 for 2019 together with a
Thank-you Morning Tea for school volunteers and community visitors.
 The Year 6 Graduation Ceremony and Graduation Excursion marked the completion of primary schooling
for the graduating year 6 students.
 The school year came to a positive end with the end of year assembly and presentation of class awards.

Student Behaviour
Overall, the behaviour of most students at Flinders Park Primary School is at a high standard. The staff and
administration team work hard at fostering the ‘Flinders Student’ values. Students were rewarded through
SAILS tokens, class incentives, Merit Certificates, SAILS Faction Competitions, Principal’s Awards (each
term) and bonus sport (each term). 97% of students were rewarded. The sixth year of the Bounce Back
program added to our pro-active teaching and learning to foster appropriate behaviour and decision making.
Through Positive Behaviour Support (PBS) the SAILS behaviour framework has been well embedded with
students. The framework helps to guide the school in implementing PBS leading to further improved
behaviour standards. Suspensions and withdrawal were used as a consequence for extreme negative
behaviour during the year. Suspensions were significantly less than 2017 as most students were able to
regulate their emotions and behaviour. All of the students who were suspended had Individual Behaviour
Plans developed with them and their parents/carers to better support them in the school.
Suspension reasons:

Analysis
 The ratio of positive behaviours recorded compared to negative behaviours was higher 3:1.
 The number of students suspended for a total of 25 days significantly decreased compared to 2017, by
more than 50%.
 Boys recorded more negative behaviour than girls. No girls were suspended or withdrawn.
 Negative behaviours assaulting or intimidating of students or abuse, threats, harassment or intimidation of
staff were registered as the two highest categories. Punching students, threats to hurt a student, not
following teacher/administrator directions or swearing at staff were the common behaviours in these two
categories.
 Physical assaults on students most commonly occurred in the playground.
Recommendations
 Use PBS whole school reward system to acknowledge the majority of students who consistently behave
positively.
 Use SAILS framework to focus student behaviour.
 Explicitly teach the SAILS behaviours in all classrooms.
 Reteach behaviours with individual students to assist them in achieving expected behaviours.
 Increase the School Chaplain’s time to assist pastoral care for identified students.
 Update the school’s behaviour management policy to remove buddy class and empower teachers.
 Review communication strategies between staff to ensure greater consistency in managing students with
difficult behaviours.
 Continue to use Case Management of students who regularly demonstrate negative behaviour.
 Continue to engage with parents/carers to support students at tiers 2 and 3.

Parent, Student and Teacher Satisfaction Survey
The National School Survey was conducted in Term 3 2018 with parents, students of years 5-6 and staff.
Two additional open ended questions were added by the School Board about what the school is doing well
and what it could do better.
Analysis
The parent survey (50 responses) reflects a good level of satisfaction across all domains of the survey with
responses ranging from 3.5 to 4.2 on a 5 point scale. The parent survey responses had a narrower range
than the other two surveys. The high points are teachers expectations of children to do their best, a well
maintained school, openness of teachers to listening to parent concerns, that children like attending this
school. The lowest point, though positive at 3.5, was that this school takes parents’ opinions seriously.
Student survey (102 students) responses ranged from 3.2 to 4.4. Student’s high points were teachers
expected students to do their best, teachers are good teachers, I feel safe at school, the school looks for
ways to improve, teachers motivate me to learn and teachers care about me. The lowest point, though
positive at 3.2, was that student behaviour is well managed at my school.
Staff responses (26 staff) strongly indicated that teachers expect students to do their best, they care about
their students, teachers treat students fairly, students feel safe at this school, students can talk to their
teachers about their concerns, students like being at this school, the school looks at ways to improve, I would
recommend this school to others, they are good teachers and teachers care about their students. The lowest
point, at 3.2, was staff wanted useful feedback about their work. Staff survey responses ranged from 3.2 to
4.5.
The two open ended questions provided rich information and a range of practical suggestions for further
improvement for staff and School Board to consider. Planning will incorporate these where practical.
Recommendations
 No items fell into the negative/unsatisfactory range from any of the surveyed groups.
 There was some alignment between the most positive responses.
 Staff and administration to work at improving the areas that were rated lowest eg school takes parents’
opinions seriously.
 Categorise the responses to question 6 (one thing our school could do better) and review with staff and
School Board the areas we have control over to improve.
Enrolment
Student Numbers (as at 2018 Semester 2)

Analysis
 A large cohort, currently in year 6, will exit the school at the end of the school year and will impact by
reducing the school’s overall enrolment total in 2019 and going forward. The next largest cohort will leave
at the end of 2020 further reducing our overall school enrolment unless nearby housing development
boost enrolments.
 Incoming kindergarten cohorts of 2017 and 2018 are returning the average cohort size of 60 (Lower King
Community Kindergarten is adding 20 pre-primary students each of these years). This is countering the
large cohorts that are currently exiting the school and countering the downward enrolment trend.
 20% more students are in years 3-6, than early childhood and impacts on future Workforce Planning.
 Our Aboriginal enrolment is gradually increasing with a third of the enrolment in kindergarten and prepprimary.
Recommendations
 Composite classes will continue to be used to maximise class sizes to ensure one line funding is used
effectively and provide additional support for students.
 Make adjustments to Workforce Plan to cater for declining school enrolment.
 Market the school to ensure kindergarten programs at Flinders Park PS and Lower King Community
Kindergarten are maximised.

School Attendance

Comparative state/ school attendance percentage rates.

Analysis
 Expected attendance rates continue to be
maintained through careful monitoring of
students’ patterns of attendance.
 Aboriginal student attendance is higher
when compared to all WA Public Schools
and closer when compared to like
schools.
 Case management is used with students
who are at risk with their attendance
rates.
 The number of parents taking their
children on extended holidays during the
school term is comparable to 2016 and
2017 and is working against strategies to
improve attendance.
 The percentage of ‘unauthorised absences’ has risen again to 35.3% after improvements in 2016 and
2017. A revised attendance plan for 2019 has been developed in consultation with the South West
(Albany) Engagement and Participation Team.
Recommendations
 Promote ‘Every day counts’ to parents through class meetings, the newsletter, assemblies and other
parent education.
 Recognise students at term assemblies with 95% to 99% attendance and 100% attendance.
 Discourage parents, via parent education, from taking holidays during the school term.
 Teachers and School Attendance Officer to work together closely to follow-up unauthorised absences.
 Continue to use SMS and letters to alert parents.
 School Attendance Officer to work with South-West Attendance and Engagement Team to Case Manage
students with Moderate and Severe Attendance.
Secondary Destination Schools
Year 6

Teacher Qualifications
All teaching staff met the professional requirements to teach in Western Australian public schools and can be
found on the public register of teachers of the Western Australian College of Teaching.
Professional Learning
All teaching staff engaged in a minimum of 7 days professional learning. In 2018, the average expenditure on
professional learning per teacher was $3,885.00.
School Budget
The school had an operating budget of $662 592.18. Staff salaries are not included in our budget as these
are paid by the Department of Education.
Flinders Park Primary School Financial Position as at 31 December 2018

